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                                                 VILLA OLYMPIA 
 

A 7-bedroom traditional but still comfortable villa, which is part of a cute complex, combines natural colours and 
amazing beachfront location. 
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Located in the southeastern part of Antiparos, very close to 
the famous beach of Soros, this unique complex of 5 
independent villas, basks in the Aegean sun and light. All 
properties have been designed with great respect to the 
natural landscape and have been built combining 
minimalistic white washed Cycladic elements and 
impressive dry stone walls, while lush gardens full of 
Mediterranean plants and herbs surround the terraces and 
the swimming pools. Follow the little path and discover a 
"private" pebble beach just in front of the villas.  

LAYOUT 

Villa Olympia, is a spacious 370sqm villa, sleeping 
comfortably up to 14 guests in 7 bedrooms; two double 
bedrooms en suite and one twin bedroom for children, are 
complemented by four seperate guest double bedrooms en 
suite - offering its guests privacy and several 
accomodation options. Outdoor shaded sitting and dining 
areas with magnificent vistas and a large swimming pool 
offer a rare relaxing setting for an ultimate holiday. A 
private tennis court and a basketball court can be shared 
with the other villas in the property. 

 

This villa can be combined with a 5 bedroom neighbouring 
villa, thus accommodating a large family or a group of 
friends.    

 

 

FEATURES 

 

SERVICES 

Sleeps 14 max Daily maid services 
Access to small private 
beach 
Large swimming pool 
Basketball and tennis court 
DVD, CD, WiFi, flat screens 
guestrooms 
Air conditioning all areas 
BBQ area 

 

Luxury natural cosmetics 

Bath amenities 

Concierge services 
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Soros Beach 5 mins | Antiparos Town 10 mins drive | Closest port Paros 30 min drive and 10 min by ferry | Closest Aiport 
Paros 30 min drive and 10 min by ferry 
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